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The Interaction Driven Topological States in Frustrated Kagome Systems
ABSTRACT: Understanding the interplay of geometry frustration and electron correlation is one of the central topics
of the modern condensed matter physics. While there are concrete examples of topological phases in such systems, the
key challenge remains regarding what quantum phases can be realized in experimental relevant systems. I will present
a few examples of numerical discovered topological phases for frustrated electron and spin systems, based on the state
of art density matrix renormalization group studies. The first example is the simple case where spinless electrons occupy
kagome lattice flatband with hopping and different neighboring interactions. We will establish that the ground state
realizes the spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking with exactly quantized quantum anomalous Hall effect
(QAHE) driven by interaction. Furthermore, we will demonstrate that this QAHE can also emerge in spinful systems
with electron at half filling of the flatband model of kagome systems. I will then present results of different quantum
spin liquids for kagome spin systems, which are exotic magnetic states without magnetic ordering. In particular, I will
show numerical evidences uncovering a chiral spin liquid in kagome Heisenberg model, which was the long-sought
state with "anyon" quasi-particles, theoretically proposed more than 30 years ago. We will conclude with discussions
of related experiments, open questions and future directions in this field.
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